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Digital speckle correlation is based on a detailed analysis of changes in speckle images that are recorded
from laser-illuminated rough surfaces. The two in-plane components are obtained by cross-correlation
of corresponding subimages, a method also known as digital speckle photography. The local gradient of
the hitherto inaccessible out-of-plane component is determined from the characteristic dependence of the
speckle correlation on the spatial frequency. A detailed experimental study is carried out to analyze the
new technique for systematic and random measuring errors. For moderate decorrelation the accuracy
of the out-of-plane measurement is better than ��10 and thus comparable with interferometric tech-
niques. Yet the extremely simple and robust optical setup is suited to nondestructive-testing applica-
tions in harsh environments. The quality of the deformation maps is demonstrated in a practical
application. © 2003 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

An important task for optical metrology in nonde-
structive testing �NDT� and experimental mechanics
is the measurement of small deformations as a re-
sponse to an applied thermal or mechanical load.
Most surfaces of interest are optically rough, and a
speckle pattern appears in the image of the laser-
illuminated object. The pattern results from the in-
terference of wavelets with a random phase
relationship. The specific pattern is strongly con-
nected to the microtopography of the generating sur-
face and can be taken as a coded fingerprint. If the
surface undergoes bulk movement or deformation,
the speckle pattern exhibits displacement and deco-
rrelation, i.e., changes in the pattern itself.

Established techniques for determining deforma-
tions are holographic interferometry and electronic
speckle pattern interferometry. With these meth-
ods the phases of the scattered wavefronts in the
initial and final object states are compared by super-

position with a reference wave. On the other hand,
speckle photography is a technique that is used to
simply compare intensities and determine alter-
ations on the surface through translations of the
speckle pattern. No reference wave is used in re-
cording the reference or current object states, which
makes the method extremely simple, robust, and
easy to use. Yet consequently phase information
about the object wave is lost. When a random pat-
tern naturally exists on the surface, incoherent illu-
mination can also be used. Recently a number of
review books have been published about these and
similar techniques.1–4

In the classical form of speckle photography the
speckle patterns before and after deformation are
recorded on the same photographic plate. After de-
velopment this specklegram is probed with a narrow
laser beam. In the far field a set of Young’s fringes
results whose pitch and orientation give the local
displacement. In the modern form, digital speckle
photography �DSP�, the two images of the object are
recorded by an electronic camera. Displacement of
the speckle patterns is then determined numerically
with correlation algorithms.5–8 The advantages
over the classical form are, for example, that the
digital version is much faster and easier to use and
that there is no directional ambiguity, owing to the
acquisition of two images. Today DSP is a versatile
and easy-to-use research tool, and DSP systems for
in-plane displacement-field measurements are also
commercially available. Similar systems for flow
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